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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Optimal Control Problem Formulation 

Over the· past two decades. si nee control sys terns design was first 

fo·rmulated as an optimiz·ation problem, constant intensive research has 

produced· ana"lytical and numerical design procedures which give great 

insight into the nature of efficient·controlsyste~s. Before 

Wiener (l), .control systems design was largely an art, rather than an 

engineering science. Since then, the field of optimal· control theory 

has attempted to evo·l ve a radically different approach to the design 

problem, The· engineer must formulate the problem accurately, develop 

math·ematical models for the system to be controlled and know the 

nature of the· required measurements. A·ll the various control objec

tives must be combined into one analytical expression of the cost of 

operating the .system, · It is the goal of modern control theory to 

assist the engineer at this point·,by producing explicitly the control 

systems design whi~h· will minimize the cost (2). A general procedure 

for non linear sys terns and a rbi tra ry cost functi ans perhaps cannot be 

found, but for certain special proplems, excellent design procedures 

are available, . 

The optimal control problem can be formulated as follows: Given 

the dynamical model 
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i(t) = f(x(tJ,u(t),t) (,. l) 

where x(t) is the state n~vector and u(t) the control m~vector con~ 

strained to the set tJ, it is desired to find the optimal ·control which 

minimizes, over the-~et-of·admissible controls U, the scalar cost 

functional or performance measure 

tf 

J • lo g(x(t),u(t),t) dt ( l • 2) 

subject to initial (and possibly final) conditions. Here t represents 

the independent·varil)ble time. and to and··t(the· initial and final times 

respectively. The· dot· indi~ates the time derivative. Also, the vector 

function f(·) and-scalar function g(·) are assumed to be continuous in 

al1 the variables, 

1.2 Techniques for Solution 

The two main-theoretical approaches to the optimal control problem 

· are Pontryagin·•s· minimum principle· and Bellman's dynamic programmil'lg. 

Basically, the· minimum· principle provides a set of local necessary 

· conditions· for· optimality in the form of a nonlinear two;..point boundary 

va·lue prob1em·,- The· entire· procedare for solving the optimal eontrol 

· prob1em by· PontryaginJs. minimum· principle is· summari;zed in Table I (3). 

A1though·the·formulation·of·the so1utionprocedure is quite easy, 

· ·· the actual compvtati ona1 · prob'lems are· very difficult· because of the 

· · resultant two~poi nt· boundary· value problem ( 4) ~ ·Also, the minimum 

· principle· gives· necessary but· not· suffic,t.ent conditions. Finally, the 

optimal control· win·. be· obtained as a function of ti me ( open-1 oop) 

· rather· than as· a function of· states (closed-loop) •. 



Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF PONTRYAGIN'S MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 
FOR SOLVING THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 

Form the Hamiltonian H, 

H(x,u,A,t) = g(x,u,t) + AT f(x,u,t). · 

Minimize H(x,u,>.,t) with re~pect to all admissible 

control vectors to find u*(x,A,t) and obtain the 

optimal H, 

H*(X,A,t) = H(x,u*(x,A,t),A,t) = min H(x,u,,.,t). 
ue:U 

Solve the set of differential equations * ,, aH* ~ ~~ >., t) 

%,r M _ aH*(~;'-,t) 

with the given initial conditions and terminal 

boundary conditions and the generalized boundary 

condition 

( H*(x,>.,t) dt .... ,_T dx) I tf = O, 

Substitute the results of Step 3 into the expres

sion for u*(x,>.,t) to obtain the optimal control 

u*( t), 

3 



An alternative approach, which answers many objections to 

Pontryagin's method, is Bellman's dynamic programming. This method is 

based on the principle of optimality (6), which states: 

An optimal policy has the property that, whatever the 
initial state and the initial decision are, the remaining 
decisions must· constitute an optimal policy with regard 
to the state· resulting from the first decision, 

The comp·leteprocedare·for the use·of this·approach is summarized in 

Table II ( 3). 

Dynamic programming yields optimal control laws· in closed .. loop 

form in contrast to Pontryagin's minimum principle. Another advantage 

of dynamic programming 1s that it can be used to obtain both numerical 

and analytical results (6). The main difficulty with this approach is 

the nec;essity of solving the nonlinear partial differential equation. 

4 

In fact,· the solution of this·equation is so difficult that it has been 

accompl i sh~d only for a few special cases, 

There is orie cl ass· of problems for which it is poss i b 1 e to so 1 ve 

the· Hamilton:...Jacobi;..Bellman equation' or the twa~point boundary value 

problem in a reasonably simple manner. This problem is often termed 

the linear regulator problem. The pioneering work in this area was 

done by Ka 1 man ( 7) • 

···The lin!:)ar regulator problem· ~onsiders linear plants whose per

formance measure can be expressed by quadratic f4nctions of state and 

control. The· basic· result· for this problem is as follows (8): Given 

a linea,r· and complete·ly controllable system 

i(t) ~ A(t)x{t) + B(t)u(t) ( 1 , 3) 

and the cost functional 



Step l 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF· ijELLMAN·1s· DYNAMIC· PROGRAMMING FOR 
sotv·rnG· THE· OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 

Formthe·Hamiltonian H;·with i replaced by vv, 

H(x,u;vv·,t)·= g(x,u,t}+ vvl f(x,u,t). 

Minimize H(x,u,vV,t) with· respect to all admissible 

control vectors to find u*(x,vV,t) and obtain the 

optimal H, 

5 

H*(x,vV,t) ~- H(x,u*{x,vV,t),vV,t) = min H(x,u,vV,t). 
u~u 

Solve the partia:1 di fferenti a 1 equation 

H* ( x, vV , t) + * = 0 

with the appropriate boundary condition to obtain 

V(x~t). This equation is called the Hamilton

Jacobi-Bellman equation for the control problem. 

Substitute the results·of Step 3 into the expres

sion fo~ u*(x;VV,t) to obtain the optimal control 

law u*(x,t), 
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tf 
J = xT(tf)Ax(t,) + J { x1(t)0(t)x(t) + u1(t)R(t)u(t) } dt, (1.4) 

. to 

where u(t) is unconstrained, Q(t) and A are positive semi-definite 

matrices and R{t) is a positive definite matrix, then the optimal 

control law is given by 

u*(t) = K(t)x(t) 

= -R-l(t)BT(t)P(t)x(t) , ( l • 5) 

where P(t) is a symmetric and positive definite matrix which is the 

solution of the matrix Riccati differential equation 

P(t) = -P(t)A(t) - A1(t)P(t) + P(t) B(t)R- 1(t)BT(t)P(t) - Q(t) (1.6) 

subject to the boundary condition 

The optimal control law is thus linear with time-varying state 

feedback. 

If the matrices A(t), B(t), R(t) and Q(t) are all constant 

matrices, A= [OJ and tf =~,the optimal contrpl is given by the 

equation 

u (t) = -R-l BT P x(t), 

( 1. 7) 

( 1 . 8) 

where Pis a constant positive definite matrix which is the solution 

of the nonlinear matrix algebraic Riccati eqµation 

- PA - AT P + P B R-1 BT P - Q = [OJ . 

The optimal control law is thus seen to be linear with constant 

feedback. 

( l • 9) 

The selection of weighting matrices in the quadratic cost func

tional is not a simple matter. Usually they are selected by the 
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designer on the basi$ of engineering experience coupled with simulation_ 

runs for different- tria·l values. - ln general, it is not·poss1b1e to 

so·lve·-analytically for the gain matrix K(t) •. Rather, its d~termination _ 

requires· the so1ution of the· Ritcati" equa~ion by one of several numer

ical tec;hni"q·ues·~ · - The ~ornputational· problems-· arising in the solution -

· by diffe·rent" mettrotls·are· described· by Fath (9). 

Two· scrlution· procectares· for a··rather··genera1 · o.pt.imal contrql 

prob·lem haver been- i"ndi·cated. These· approaches ... rely upon the solution 

of either· a· two;.,.peint boundary value problem or a: nonlinear partial 

tliffe-rentia·1- e:qua~on,·whtch· are am~naMe· on1y-- to· extensive machine -

· computation·; · t:v~n· a· ltnear· plant with .. ,quadratic· pe.rformance measure 

··requires a· com;;iderabhr amount· of· precomputation and· storage of gain 

· matrix va1ues·~ · - Hence·, thl;rre is a need· forr a· different approach to the 

··optimal contnrl.pro!:rlen:r which applie~ to nonlinear systems and a gen

eral cost functional. 

1.3· · Suboptimal Control 

Irr spite· of' the" mathematical simplicity· of· the formulation of the 

solution· by· P·ontrya·g·in·' s· and· Be'llnian •s techniques,- there are certain 

· shortcorni ngs· associated· with· the· i mpl ementati on of- the so 1 uti on to the 

· optimal contr,ol· prob·lem·. · The application of these procedures to gen

- er«rl systems· .rep·res-ents· a· computati ona 11y di ffi cult and cumbersome 

task, · In· practi-c·e·, thtr determination· of· optimal controls is limi_ted 

· to· proM-ems· in· which· the .. state space is not too large, because the 

· rapid a~cess rnemtn"Y- requirements of the computer grow exponentially 

with· the· numper·.of' stat~r variables. · Another serious limitation may 

· be· the unavai1abi ltty of all the states for measurement and feedback. 
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The inacces~;ib·le sta'l;es can be estimated· by using a Luenberger o!Jserver 

(10') ,· but· this·· increases· the cost and cqmp1exity of the· i;y~tem, Hence, 

· there is· a· ne~d· fQr~ de$igning· approximately- op.t1ma1-- or suboptimal 

controls, 

··Different· suboptimal control .algor1thms have been evolved as a 

· compromise· hetwe~n·.:computational effort .. and· .a· desir.e·to· incorporate 

rea·li sti_c· impl eme·ntati on.· · One approach· is· to· so·l ve· a restricted 

p·roblem· in· whtch· the" fo.rm· of· the controller that wi 11 · be a 11 owed is 

postu·lat;ed.· The· probtem~ then remaining is·· to choose the values of the 

cont roll er· p·qrameter.s-- tn~.a·chi eve optimati.ty-·.wi thin- these constraints, 

· This is the sn:..ca~lled-- :sp·e:cific optimal' c~ntrol problem ( 11). 

In· a:lt suboptimtri· controller synthesis techniques, kn owl ~dge of 

the exact s.olution to the optimal control problem would be of great 

benefit,· · A compa·risnn· covld b(r made between the optimal value of the 

systern· c·ost· -anti th-r;i· vcrlue· of the cost obtained by using the s ubopti rna 1 

controller. · Irr this' manner a judgment· cou1 d be made as to the accept .. 

ability of· the· suboptimal controller designed. Unfortunately, it is 

rar~ly- possib·1e· ttr eva1uat·e the exact solution. 

The new· approach·to·the optimal· control· proplem· to be presented 

in subseqt1ent chapters·has· the-advantage that·the value of the optimal 

cost wi'll be specified.once the form of the performance measure is 

chosen-.·· This· opti.rna·1· performance value can- be calculated even when 

· the· pl~nt" is non·line-ar· 'or· time-varying. 

· l'. 4 Systems Linear in Contra l 

This dissertatitm is concerned with· the development of a new 

optimal ·control synthesis procedure and its application to a particular 



class of nonHnea.r systems, those which are linear in control. MQhler 

(12) has studied the·app1ication of such mathemati·i;a1-mode1s to pro .. 

cesses in socio-...ecanomicsi e·colagy and physiology. Systems linear in 

control can be descr·ibed by· the mathematical model 

9 

· x(t) =; a(x(t)) + B(x(t) )u(t) , ( 1 , 10) 

where a(·) is an·n ... dimensional vector··fanctiorr· of .x(t) and B( •) is an 

n x m matrix function of x(t). If a(·) and B(•) are linear functions 

of x(t'), .the systems· are called bilinear~ A stati'onary bi 1 i near system 

can be represented by 

• m 
· x(t:):;; Ax{t) + I: ·· Bkuk(tJx(t) + Cu(t) , 

k=l 

where A, Bk (k:;i;l ,2~ .•• ,,m) and C are appropriate constant matriices and 

uk(t) is the kth component of the control vector u(t). Many physical 

and biological processes have nat11ral models which are bilinear, A<;, 

examp1es, nuclear-:reactor kinematics (13), attitude control of s~tel ... 

l1 tes (l4), and control· of popu1 ati on of species ( 15) m9y be mentioned. 

It has·been·sh:own-that·bi·linear systems·aremore controllable 

and in many- cases, .provide more accurate· models than linec,.r systems 

(16). HofeF (17)· provides-a·survey on optimization of bilinear sys~ 

tems, specifi ca11y·.dtscus.si.ng the time;.optima1 and quadratic cost 

problems·, · In contrast to· linear systerris· optimization, no general 

analytical· results: have- been obtained', and· the optimal contra 1 of 

bilinear systems· i·s· lar-ge-ly an untouched field. 

1~5 Research Objectives 

ln· general~ given a·mathematical model of the process, a cost 

· fum;ti onal and sufficient· computati anal· capabilities, Pontryagi n I s 



mini rnum· pri nci p·l e .or Bell m~m1 s dynamic programming· can be used to 

obtain- the· opti rnal· control· .law by· mini mtzi.ng· the~ cost functional 
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· subje~t to· t"he dy.nam1~- ·constra"ints imposed· by the·.system. Recently, _ 

however·, Rhoten·:amt Mulholland (H3~l9)· presented an approach which 

potenti9l ·ly- offers large· reductions· in·· computational" requirements. 

First\· a· gemrra·1~ cost-functional· is· formulated. - · Next·, the optirnal 

trajectories a·re· found-without-- cunsi deri ng· the· system dynamics. Then, 

the con troll er structu-re· ·;s designed to· exactly track the optimum 

trajectories.- · This· technique· has· been· us~d- to· s~rlect· the optimal 

control· law for· linear oscillatory plants (18) and for a class of non· 

linear p·lants· whi.ch· are· called norm:..i"nvariant·.{19). The intent of 

this research·i·s·.to· extend this technique to nonlinear systems whic;h 

are not· norm:..invariant,· and particu1ar·ly- to systems linear in control. 

The· new synthesis· proceclure fO"r the optirna·1 control problem has 

several· meY"li ts.· · Om:::e· the· form· of· the· performance measure is chosen. 

- the optimal contr.01·_;"$·.obtained in· closed~1oop form·~··· For an infiniter 

time prob·lem, _it"is· not necessary to so·lve either a two-point boundary 

value prob·lem or.a·.no·n·linear parti'al differential equation. A finite· 

time prob"lem requires· the· so-lution of· a· first· order· param~ter 

· i den ti fi c~t"i on . pr.ob"lem irrespective of the order of the sys tern to be 

contro11ed~ 

1~6 Organization 

The· remainde~of·this dissertation· is arranged in the following 

· manner. 

· The· formu·lqt1on·.of· the· inner;..product" control problem is presented 

· ·in Chapter U. · · for· the· sake of comp·leteness·, the· primary results of 



(18) and (19)' are· inc1uded·, with· optimal· controt· 1aws· obtained fpr 

linear self.;..adjoint·.ano··. norrli near· norm-~tnvari ant sys terns. 

11 

The· primary ttreor.eti cat .r..esu'lts· repres.enti ng· an· ex ten$ ion of the 

results· of .Chapter·.tt to- the· synthesis· of· optima1 · contro1.s for sys terns 

·linear irr contr.01",· are~ found· tn- Chapter Ul, A· fundamental control 

equaHty--is· derived-.for·· the· mnre·.·genera·i- problem formulation. The non .. 

uniqueness of the·.opti:mal- control .. laws· and its· consequences are dis

cussed· with the· he'lp·. o·f an· e'le:ctrodri v1:r ci'rcui t example, 

The pr.ob·lem·.Qf·.desi.gning~.arr optirna·1·.inner·--product controller for 

a continuous· sti r.r·ed· tank· reattur- is· considered· in Chapter IV. The 

response· of· the·chemica·1· reac;tor- to· the· inner .. product controller and to 

a suboptimal· contro1te·r· obtained··.by .. a repeated Hneari zati on technique 

are compared. 

The physical· interpr.atation- of· the· cost· functional and other 

related· topics· are·.briefly .. discussed· in Chapter V. 

Finally~· Chapt~r· VI'.cpntains· a summary· of results· and conclusion$, 



CHAPTER II 

·INNt:R'e.PROOUCT PROBLEM FORMULATION 

( 

2·.1 General Cnst Functional 

The· calculation· pf· op.timal controls is in· genera1 a very di ffi cult 

problem, especia11y· the~prob1em·· of synthesiiing·.contr~ri· 1aws realiz,. 

able in feedback· form·, · Thtr.previous chapter· has· pre~ented a solution 

techriique· which· yie1ds· .. optima1··.c-iosed:..loop· contro1·.1aws·, but only for 

linear· plants· with·a· quadr.Q.t;c·performance·measure,· ·In·many practigal 

control prob'lems th~· cost· functi ona1 ·may-be· best· described by a non ... 

quadratic form· or· the· plant rnode·1· may be nonlinear; · In such Cii$0S, 

the general solutions· 1 ead· to· either· q two .. poi nt· bo\lndary va 1 ue 

prob·l~ni- resulting· in arr open;..forw control (8) or a nonlimuir partial 

differential equation (20). 

· rt· has been- shown, however, that" if· the· cost·.functiona1 is jucli ... 

ci·ous·ly .s·elected·,- the· optima·1· contr·o1 laws for a wide variety of p1ant 

descriptions c,n b~ obtained·in·c,osed-loop·form without actually 

solving a· two~poi nt-- bounda1r.y· va, ue· prob·l enr ( 18, 19-). The problem 

formu·1 ati on and· a· brief· summary- of resu1 ts of (l 8, 19) wi 11 be presented 

in- this chapter· for· tne· sakEr. of comp1 eteness, 

···The· structure of the· ctJst' functional to be· considered is consis

tent· with the· objective· of·dr.iving the state vector to zero in norm. 

If ~-(t') represents the· state· vector, a primary error signal p(t) is 

, "' 
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defined by 

p{t) ~ xT(t)x(t) 

::: llx(t)ll 2 , ( Z, 1) 

where p(t) is the inner-product of the state with itself and ts th~ 

square of the Euclidean distance to theorigin in state space, To 

enable the error to be penalize,d in as general a mann~r as possible, 

an error penalty function h(~(t}) will appear in the cost functional 

integrand, where h(p) is restricted only by 

h(~) > 0 if p, 0 , 

and (2,~) 

h(O} = O. 

To penalize for excessive control inputs, it· is noted that the time 

derivative of p(t}, .denoted by p(t), provides at least an indirect 

measure of the power·input at any instant of time, ·As will be ~h9Wn in 

later chapters, a slightly more general form of p{t) ¥1i11 enabl~ p(t) 

to be identical·to power input for certain problems. In contrast, the 

normal quadratic penalty function for c;ontrol input will not be a 

direct power measure, The i ntegr~l of a non~negati ve function of p ( t) . 

will thus provide~ measure of"the tota·l control ene.rgy input. This 

discussion leads di rect"ly to a· general cost· functiQpal 

tf 

J(p) = J (h(p(t)) + ~i(t)} dt, 

to 

Since the initial prob·lems considered in "(18) and· (19) were cast as 

i nfi ni t;e .. t;ime regulators, tf was assumed to be i nfi ni te. 
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2.2 Linear Self-Adjoint Systems 

The optimal control of linear self-adjoint systems for which the 

control is bounded in norm is examined by Athans et al. (21). Rhoten 

and Mulholland (18) considered the problem of selecting optimal inner

product controllers for linear self-aojoint systems. The precise 

system under· consideration is 

i(t) = A(t)x(t) + u(t), x(t0 ) = x0 , (2.4) 

where x(t) is the state n-vector, u(t) the control n-vector and A(t) 

is an n x n matrix. It is assumed that the system is self-adjoint, or 

A(t) t AT(t) = [OJ for all t ~ t 0 , (2.5) 

The optimal control law which minimizes th~ performance measure 

Equation (2.3) will be derived now by classical variational techniques. 

The procedure is somewhat unusual in that no consideration will be 

given to the plant dynamics until the optimal trajectories have been 

determined, After the optimal trajectories have been found, the 

controller structure will be designed to exactly track the optimal 

trajectories. 

A curve minimizing Equation (2.3) (with tf = 00 ) must satisfy the 

Euler-Lagrange equation and the associated boundary conditions: 

2 d2p(t) _ dh({(t)) 
~- dpt) 

P (to) = Po 

T = xo Xo 

lim (p(t)) = O. 
t-.>,oa 

(2.6) 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 
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Multiplying Equation (2.6) by p(t), and integrating once, yields 

p2(t) ~ h(p(t)) + C, (2.9) 

where C is the c;onstant of integration. Si nee· the fi na 1 time is 

allowed to approach infinity, the constant-- of· integration can be shown 

to be zero by· the· use· of· final boundary- condition Equation (2,8), and 

··the· initi«rl condition-Equation (2.7") still ho1ds. Equation (2.9) can 

al so be written as 

p(t) = - vh(p(t)) 

for the infinite-time case, The sign of the square-root must be 

negative to yield stable trajectories. 

(2.10) 

Examining now the plant dynamics, with Equation (2.4) premulti

plied by xT(t), there results 

(2.11) 

From the defi.nition of· p(t) and ~(t), and using the fact that A(t) is 

skew;.,.symmetric, ~quation (2.ll) reduces to 

p(t) = 2 xT(t)x(t) 

= 2 xT(t)u(t). 

The· inner~product nonlinear feedbaGk contro11er structure of 

Figure l is now hypothesized. This structure indicates that 

· u(t) ~ i/!(p)x(t), 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

· where i/!(p) is a nonlinear scalar function of p. Then, the equation 

(2.12), which is merely a description of the plant trajectories (in 

norm), becomes 

p(t) = 2 i/J(p)x1(t)x(t) 

= 2 i/J(p) p(t). (2.14) 



u( t) 
PLANT 

DYNAMICS 

x( t) 

Figure 1. Inner-Product Controller Structure 
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The objective now·is· to··select the·nonlinearity··w{·)··such that the 

solution of Equation· {2.14)· also· satisfies Equation· (2.10), which de .. 

scribes· the· optimal· trajectories.··· Combining E.quations (2.10) and 

· (2. l4J·,- and· s.o1ving· fo.r· 1jJ(.~)--, there results 

p·(t·) =· - v'h (p (t)} 
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=· 2 iJ>(p)p(t), (2.15) 

and 

ijJ(p) = - ¥. 
p. 

(2.16) 

So, the optima1" controller is specified by 

u(t) = -~ x(t). ,. (2. 17) 

· Thus~· an analytical expression for the optimal control law for a linear 

self-adjoint system·has· been obtained-which·minimizes a general perfor

. mance measure.·· Whi·le· nnly one controller structure was examined, the 

· development in· succeeding ch·apte·rs· removes· tMs·.constraint of fixed 

configuration. 

· ·· · 2.s· Nonlinear Norn,.;."Invariant Systems 

This: secti'o_n· represents a· generalization~ .of-- the previous sec ti on 

for a· class of nonlinear systems termed norm;.invariant •. Norm-invariant 

systems. have the· prop·erty· that i TI" the absence· of contra 1 the norm of 

the state vector remains constant. The property of· norm-invariance for 

a physical system·is often a consequence of the·conservation of 

momentum. A phy.sica·l system which fa11s in· this· class is an asym-

. metrical body.spinning .in space, Athans et al. (22) examined the 

prob 1 ems of· minimum~time·, mi nimum.;.fuel and mi nimum:..energy control for 

· such· norm;..inv~riant systems. Mulhall and·· and Rhoten ( 19) obtained an 



explicit solution of control laws whi~h minimize the general cost 

functional of Equation (2,3). 
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A system described by the ordinary differenth1 equation 

X(t) = a(x(t),t) + U(t), X(to) = Xo (2.18) 

where a(·) is a nonlinear vector·function·of state and·time, is norm

; nvari ant i'f the· so 1 uti on of 

x(t) = a(x(t),t) 

has· the property that 

11 x ( t) 11 = 11 x (to) II 

for· all x(t0 )· and all t :!! tp, But, for any x(t), 

di la~t),I I c ~ [xT(t)x(t)]l/? 

= {i [xT(t)x(t)J~i/g}{2 CxT(t)x(t)]} 

= xT(t)x(t) I llx(t) II, 

(2, 19) 

(2.21) 

Using Equations (2,21) and (2,19) it can be seen that Equation (2.20) 

is equivalent to 

x T ( t )a ( x ( t) , t ) = 0 , (2.22) 

for· all x(t) and all t· ~ t 0 • · Proceeding as before, it·can be easily 

concluded that the optimal contro1 law Equation (2Rl7), 

u(t) = ~ x(t), (2,23) 

still holds for the norm~invariant systems described by Equation 

(2,18). 

An· optimization·technique· has·thus been presented which permits 

· the· explicit solution of· control laws for linear self-adjoint and 

nonlinear norm~invariant·systems which minimize a general performance 

criterion. The contro_ller· structure uses the square· of ;the Euclidean 



distance to the origin·in state space·asthe·primary· error signal and 

requires one nonlinear-transducer·in· the·feedback 1oop. 
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While the optimization· approach· presented-in· this· chapter is new, 

the· class of systems for·which·it·is app1ioable-1s· rather restricted, 

· Very few .systems satisfy· the· norm:.i nvari a nee· criterion, and the 

dimension· of·the·contro1·is· usually less· than-that-of the state. 

Moreover, some· appli.cations may· require a· finite· terminal time. 

Extension of the·results p-resented·he-reto·;nclude·amore·general cli:lSS 

of nonlinear·systems, especially systems linear in·control, will be 

· presented in·.the next· chapter· and form· the primary· theoretical contri

bution of this· dissertotion, 



CHAPTER I II 

oPnMAL INNER;..PRODUCT CONTRO~ OF 

SYSTEMS-LINEAR IN CONTROL 

3.1 Introduction 

In· this chapter~ which represents·a generalization of the results 

· of Rhoten and·Mulholland· (18,19), the prob1em·of·pptima1 inner.product 

control is· examined· for a· genera·l c·las~· of non1inear systems. A funda

mental control equa1ity-.;s· d~rived for the more general· problem formu .. 

lation; and the· optimal· control· laws are· obtained as a func:;tion of the 

state vector. Both infinite· and· finite· fina1 ·time· prob1ems are con ... 

· sidered, Fina11Y', the non-uniqueness of the optimal control law and 

its consequences are discussed. 

3.2 Fundamental Control Equality 

For a plant described by the differential equation 

~(t) = f(x(t),u(t),t), x(t0) = xo ( 3.1) 

where· x(t) .represents the state and u(t) the control, it is desired to 

select a control u(t) such that·the· cost functional 

tf 
J ~ I L(p(t),p(t)) dt 

to 

tf 
= J {h(p(t)) + ~(t)2} dt 

to 

(3.2) 
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is minimized when·evaluated·a1ong the-solution trajectories of Equation 

{J.1). Here, .p(t) .represents the primary error signal and is defined 

by.the relation 

p(t) = XT(t)Q(t)x(t), (3.3) 

where Q(t) is a positive definite symmetricweighting matrix and h(·) 

is a positive definite rea1;..,valued function .with·h(.O} .= 0, The philo

sophy of the new.approach is to evaluate .. the solution trajectories (in 

norm) which minimize· the chosen cost functional· Equation (3.2), and 

then to select the controller structure su~h that the norm of the solu

tion of Equation (3.1) .exactly tracks the predetermined trajectories, 

A necessary condi.tton for the cost functional Equation (3.2) to 

have a relative extremum is provided .by the· Euler;.Lagrange equation and 

the associated .transver.sality conditions, 

and 

or 

= dh{~(t)) 
dp t) 

p(to) "" Po 

= xXQ(to)xo 

lim p(t) = 0 for variable terminal point 
t-+«> 

p(tf) == pf for fixed terminal point, 

( 3. 4) 

( 3. 5) 

(3.6) 

( 3, 7) 

where Pf is the final value of the~inner;.product of·the state vector. 

It should be noted that pf does not determine a unique combination of 

final states, If a.specific point in state· space·is the desired target 

set 1 rather.than~a.sphere· of certain radius a simple transformation of 

variables is required.to transform the target·set·to the origin. 



Sufficient conditions for a weak m1nim~m of the f~nctional Equa~ 

tion (3.2) reqµire (20) 
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a2q~,p) > o 
ap - ' (3.8) 

and 

( 3. 9) 

lt can be easily verified that Equation (3.2) always satisfies Equation 

(3.8), while Equation (3.9) requires that 

(3.10) 

For example, if 

h ( p) = p 2 n , n:z; 1 , 2,, , . , 

~quation (3,10) is satisfied and a weak mi~imum is gu~ranteed. It is 

possible, of course~ to have a weak minimum even if h(~) is not an even 

power of p and Equation (3.10) cannot be satisfied. 

Multiplying Equation (3,4) by p(t) anq integrating once yield$ 

p2(t) T h(p(t)) + C , (3.11) 

where C is the constant of integration to be evaluated using the final 

boundary condition Equations (3.6) or (3,7), and the initial condition 

Equation (3.5) still holds. Equation (3.11) can be written as 

p(t) :;: ;tih{p(t)) + c . (3.12) 

The selection of the sign of the square-root is not a major problem, 

as the correct choice is usually obvious from the boundary values. 

For regulator~type problems, where the final value of p(t) is smaller 

than the initial value of p(t), the negative sign holds, On the other 

hand, for problems requiring increase in the state norm, tne positive 

sign of the square~root is the correct choice, 
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As an example consider the prob·lem·of minimizin·g the fun<;tional 

ln 2 
J. l [pi(t) + ;•(t)] dt 

such that 

p{O) "' 5 

and {3.14) 

p{ln 2) :;:; 1. 

The Euler-Lag·ran$e e.quatio·n for this· prob·lt;?m is therefore 

p(t) c p{t), {3.15) 

the sol~tion of which can· be written as 

(3. 16) 

The constants c1 and c2 are determined by app lyi'ng· the boundary con di .. 

tion Equation (3.14), and Equation {3.16) becomes 

{ ) -t t p _t :;:; 6 e · - e. ( 3. 17) 

·lt is simple ·1:o demonstrate that a mi"rdmum is indeed obtained since the 

sufficient condition Equation (3. 10) is satisfied. 

·Multiplying Equation.(3.15) by p{t) and integrating once yields 

{3,18) 

where C is .the constant of integration. ·since· the minimizing trajec

tories are .already known, the value of C can be easily obtained, 

c:;:; p2(Q) - p2(0) 

;: 49 - 25 

:;:; 24. 
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Equation (3.18) can be written as 

p(t) ;: ;tv'pZ(t) + 24 , (3.19) 

and a simple substitution of p{t) and p(t) in Equation (3.19) will 

reveal that the negative sign of the square.:.raot·ho1ds~ Alternatively, 

if 

p(O) = l 

and (3.20) 

p(ln 2) = 5~ 

the minimizing solution is 

p(t) (3.21) 

and the value of C is still 24. For this set of boundary values, only 

the positive sign of the square-root satisfies Equation (3.19), Since 

the prob1ems considere~ in this work are cast as rega1ators, the sign 

of the square-root in Equation (3rl2) will be taken as negative. 

To begin the solution of u(t), the p1ant dynamics are considered, 

If Equation· (3.l) is premultiplied by xT(t)Q(t), it can·be demonstrated 

that 

~ ( t) =- 1~? ( t) Q ( t) x ( t) + x T ( t) Q ( t) f ( x ( t) , u ( t) , t) , (3.22) 

where it is noted that 

(3.23) 

from the definition of p(t). In order· for Equation (3,22), which is 

mer~ly a description of the plant norm trajectories, to describe opti

mal trajectories, Equation (3.12) must also be satisfied, Thus, the 

selection of the optimal control u(t) has·been reduced to the solution 

of the seal ar fundamenta1 contra 1 equality 
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- } r'fi(p(t)) + C:.} xT(t)Q(t)x(t) + xT(t)Q(t)f(x(t),u(t),t). (3.24) 

At this point it would perhaps be well to relate the fundamental 

control equality Equation (3.24) to the optimal· control laws of the 

preceeding chapter. If Q(t) = I, tf ~wand the plant is described 

by 

x(t) = a(x(t)) + u(t), 

where a(x( t)) satisfies the norm-i nvari a nee property of Equation 

(2.22), Equation' (3.24) reduces to 

-t ih(p(t)) = xT(t) u(t), 

and the results of Chapter II follow. 

(3,25) 

(3.26) 

Suppose~ however, that while Q(t) = I and tf ~~,the system is 

not norm-invariant. The control equa·lity Equation (3.24) then becomes 

- J /h(p(t)) = xT(t) a(x(t)) + xT(t) u(t). (3.27) 

Even if the controller structure of Figure 1 is·assumed, thus expres~ 

sing the optimal control as a scalar nonlinear transducer which is 

closed form in p(t) multiplying the state vector, the transducer char

acteristic cannot usually be evaluated. This fact is not unexpected, 

since nonlinear differential equations are not linear with respect to 

initial conditions, 

Nevertheless~ if· it is desirable· to implement the controller 

structure of Figure 1, this can be accompHshed, · For known initial 

conditions, the optimal trajectories are simulated· using the control 

1 ri(xT(t) x(t)) + xT(t) a(x(t)) 
u( t) ;:: - T . -- - x( t), 

x (t) x(t) 
(3.28) 

where it is seen that Equation (3.28) satisfies·the fundamental control 
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equa1ity Equation (3.24). Then, the many-to-one relationship between 

x(t) and p(t) is evaluated·along the optimal tr~jectories and th~ 

appropriate non"1ineari ty· can be reconstructed, Of course, di-fferent 

initial conditions wocrld yield dHferent trajectories and hence differ

ent transducer cha·ra·cteri s ti cs. 

As an example, suppose u1(t) a·nd· u2(t) are to be selected to mini

mize the performance measure 

00 

J = ( [p2(t) + p2(t)] dt 
, 
0 

along the solution of 

with 

><1(t)::; 2 Xz(t) + e-tcx,(t) + x2(t)F + u,(t) 

Xz(t) ~ - xf(t)·- Xz(t) + u2(t), 

p(t) ~ xT(t) x(t). 

Then the solution o~Equation (3.24) for u1(t) and u2(t) yields 

[u ( t )J [x ( t )l 
. 

1 . . = iµ( x T ( t) x ( t) ) 1_ , 
u2(t). x2(t) 

where 

::: -

The optimal trajectories, simulated on a· digital computer for the 

system of Equations (ik30) and (3.31) using the initial condi

tions x1(o) ::: x2(o)'= 5, yield the characteristic presented in 

(3,29) 

(3930) 

(3.31) 

(3,32) 

(3.33) 



Figure 2. · Si nee different·· ini ti a 1 con di ti ons · would· Yi e 1 d different 

characteristi-cs, an optimal·transducer·woald be·represented by a sur .. 

face, and· an example is· presente~i' in· figure 3 for· the· abov~ problem 

i 

Thefundamental control·equality·is·va1id for·a·general error 

function .. h( p), but· the primary· error· si gnai p ( t) is somewhat con

strained.· However·, s·evera-i· as.eful · possi bi·Hti es for· p ( t) cause no 

difficu·lties·.- · As· an· example,· if· a··p:e·rformam;·e-measure were desired 

which· would more-- nea·r1y-· ·corres pend· to th,:r quadratic· form, i, ( t) cou 1 d 

be defined by 
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p(t) .. - lxT(t)Q(t)x(t). (~,35) 

Here, p(t) represents" the· Euclidean distance·in· state space rath~r than 

the squa·re· of distan-cer as defined· by-· Equation· ( 3. 3). By now setting 

h(p) i=·p2; the·p-erformance··measure·ofEquation· (3.2) is seen to closely 

resemble the· famii'iar· quadrqtic cost functional. All of the aforemen .. 

ti oned ana 1 ys is· can· be· performed· for· this· p Ct)·,· and· the funclamenta 1 

control equ~.-1 ity becomes 

-p(t) -v'fi('p(f)f +· c·· = -} xT (t)Q(t}x(t) + xT (t-}Q(t)f(x{t) ,u(t) ,t). 

{3.36) 

To recapitu.·late·, the optimal·control problem· has been reduced to 

the evaluation·of· a·constant·of·integration,·to· be discussed in the 

next section, and· the so·lutiorr of .. the algebraic Equation {3.24) (or 

~q1,.1ation ts·. 36-)-)·. 'for- u(t-}'. Speci fi -ca'lly, nei the·r· thr;r 2nth order set of 

differential equations· wittr· sp·1it boundary· conditions· of the minimum 

princip·le· npr-the· nonlinear- partial· differentia·1· equation of dynamic 

programming neetf· be· so·l ved. · · Of- course·, the di ffi cul ti es to be encoun

tered· in t~e· solution-· of· Equation-· ('3·.24) or· Equation· (3.36) depend 
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' Figure 2. Nonlinear Transddcer Characteristic 
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p 

Figure 3. Nonlinear Transducer Surface 
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inherently on the p1ant dynamics. As the results· of the previ 01,.1s chap .. 

ter has indicated, the· so"lution is· indeed· simp·1~r for linear se1f~ 

adjoint and non1inear· norm ... invqriant systems. Succeeding sections will 

i 11 us tra te sol uti on· t·e-c:h ni ques · for· sys terns· 1 i near- i n control • 

3. s-· · Eva"luation of· ·the Constant of Integration 

For the· asymptotic- c(rntr-01· problems· in which· the fi ~a 1 time 

approaches infinity, .. the constant of integration, c·,. in Equation ( 3 .11) 

can easily be shown· to· be z:ero by the final condition Equation (3,6). 

Whi 1e· many app·litations· of-p·erformance measures with· infinite final 

time are·knpwn,others·require·a finite terminal·time. For example, 

ai r .. to:.ai r·· and· surf'ace·;;.i:o;;.atr mi s·si 1 es must have· the·ir- performance 

i nd1 cated with· respect· to a· finite·~· ami often quite sma 11, 1 ntercept 

tim~, For such· .. appli c~tions· the numeri ca 1 · eva·l uation· of the constant 

of integrati-on, C, in Equation· {3.ll) is required, resulting in a 

second order two:..point bo(Jndary va·lue problem. The order is empha ... 

sized, since the· primary·· restri"ction- to· the use- of the minimum 

principle is the inabi"lity· to·· accurately solve· the required two-point 

boundary value problem· when-the· system dimension becomes quite large. 

Here, only a second order p·roblem must .. ber solved, independent of the 

plant order·. Additiona"lly, this· prob·lem- can be: reformulated as a para ... 

meter identification problem which is always first order in p(t). 

This procedure· and· an appropriate· numerical algorithm· are presented 

in the Appendix. 

The final advantage· of-this· technique is concerned with the 

eva1uation of a constant rather than a time trajectory9 In general, 

if the plant· is non·linear· or- the perfo·rmance measure· is· non-quadratic, 
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the optimal co·ntrol 1aw de·rived from the min·imtAm princ;iple will be in 

open.- loop· fom, r~qµiring·· the entire· trajectory·· $01ution· of the two~ 

point boundary·.v-a1 ue· prob·lem~ · ·· The· resu·l tant control law must b~ stored 

as· a function· of·· t1me·,· often· requiring· excess.ive:·.computer memory capa

city i · The .. ·goa1 ·· of'· thi's · approach .. is·· to" require,. on·ly· the· precomputat1 on 

and storage· of·· tn~· constant· c-, ·· wittr the· remaining· c·ontr-ol 1 aw eval ua .. 

ti ons · accomp"lish·ed·· irr real· time· and· imp·lemented· in closed· loop form. 

'3:.4 Systems L·inear in· Control 

· Th·e· optima1 1nn~r-product· Gontrol1er·w11·1~now- be designed for a 

speci'fi c· plant· s tim1;.t1;1r.re i11 whi'ch the· contr'Dl· enters· 1i n1;1arly. The 

system equation·· 1s· ~; ven by 

x(t)···= .. a·{x(t")) + B(x(t))u(t) ( 3. 37) 

where x-( t) is the~ state· n;;.vector, .. u'( t') is· th~- contr.0·1 · m;.vector, B(x( t)) 

is an n x m· matrix- turn:tion· of' the· state· and· a·(x-(t)-) i's· an n ... vector 

fun-cti-on· of· the· stat:e·. · · ihe· optimal· i nner;..product· contro1 of such 

systems· when the· c·ont:ro·1 · matrix· ·1 s· no··t a· function of· the state$ has 

been- c·onsidered· by·· Leeper· ·(23}~ ·· for· systems-- described· Equation (3. 37), 

· the· fundamental· contro·1· equq'lity .. Equation"" ·(3, 24) reduces to ( time 

arguments-- a·r~r s·uppr.e·ss·e·d·. ft>r:: notati ona·1 ·· simplicity) 

Defining 

Equation (3.38) can be written as 

•(x) ~ xTQ B(~)u. 

(3,38) 

(3,39) 

(3.40) 
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While it is true that Equation (3.40) does not determine a unique con, 

trol u, all the controls which .satisfy Equation (3.40) force the system 

to track the optimum· trajectories (in norm). To illustrate the non

uniqueness of the optimal control, it is as'sumed· for the moment that 

the state· and control vectors are of same dimension. Then, 

u:; p(x) x (3.41) 
iq B(x)x 

satisfies the fundamenta:·l controlequality, Notice·~ though, that this 

contro 11 er becomes" anboamled whenever 

(3.42) 

Whi·le this does not' inva·li date the optima·li ty· of ther solution, it 

obviuus·ly implies that implementation-is· not· possible. In general, 

it is not possib'le to know in advance whether or not'the solution of 

the· differential Equation (3.37) with the control described by Equation 

( 3. 4l) wi 11 satisfy Equation (3o42L Furthermore, the· choice of the 

weighting matrix q· also influences when Equation (3.42) is satisfied. 

Another· so1ution which satisfies the fundamental control equality 

Equation (3.40) is given by 

(3.43) 

requiring that 

det (B(x)) t- o (3.44) 

along the optimal state trajectories. It is often·possible to deter1" 

mine the region in tfre· state space where Equation (3.44) is not 

satisfied from· the· know·l edg·e· of· the· system dynamics· al one. Sys terns 

which do satisfy Equation· (3.44) are termed as directly controllable 

(24). , The· control action, in such·systems, can affect the derivatives 



of each· of the components- of· the· state· vettor directly and 

independently. 

A more· general soh1tion· of·[quation--(3.40), applicable whE:in the 

dimensi"on· of .. the· state· is· not·· equal·to··the·' dimension-of· the· control, 

can be· written as 
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u = . ~ · 4> ( xL, - M ( x) x, 
xTQ B(x) M(x)x 

(3.45) 

where M(x) ;-s· arr arbit·rary m· x n·matrix function· ·of-· the- state vector. 

Equations {3. 4·1)· and·· (3·~ 43')' can b·e" obtained· by· setting· M(x) equa 1 to 

the identtty··rnatrix and· f3!..'"1(x) · re-sp·e-ctive:1y\· In ·general, the compon

ents of M·( x) · can-· be- constants· or fun-cti ons ·· of· the· states. It is 

i mpqrtant·. to- note··,-- ·of" cours·e·, that"' 'Equati'on- ('3·. 45) does provide a 

clo·sed;;.loop system. 

The g·eneral control law· of E·quation· (3".'4'5·)· can· ·still become 

unbounded if 

x1 Q B(x)·M(x) x ~ o. (3,46) 

But·, since M(x) is arbitr,rry·, it may be·possib·ie·to·select·its entrie,s. 

so that Equation- (3Afr)· is· never satisfied·.· Unfo'rtunate1y, Equation 

( 3. 46) · must ~e· eva·luated-- a·l ong-the·· p·ossi bl e· system-- trajectori e~. So, 

extensive simtrl ati on may-· be· requi'red· in thl':r se·l ecti on· of· an-· apprqpri ate 

M(x). · Anothe·r· approach·· is to· provide- severa·1· gain·matri'ces, using one 

until· xTQ. B(x}M(x)x becomes· sma"11er-than· some- presirletted· value, at 

· which time· an-- alter·nate· M(x)· is used. 

It may· be· that· neither· of· the·· above-- approaches· can succeed. That 

is, B(x) may-b·e such .. that--for·some va:lue·of·x,·no·M,,r)·exists which 

will not sati$fy' Equati-on (~.46}. I'f s·uch is the c·ase·, control must oe 
provided by· somEr subuptimal scheme' .... Howeve·r·,- if ·a· suboptimal control 

,· 



1 aw is required, the· v~lues· of· the· cost· functi anal· for both the unob .. 

tainab1e optimal so'lut'i'on .. am:I the .. suboptimal solution can· be found by 

simulati'on. ·Thus, the· :exa·ct· deg·radation 'in system performance can be 

found, anti· various· s·uboptimal· control laws compared. 
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While· it· is true· thatthtr·non;;.uniqueness .. of· the· controller struc

ture might· be· interpreted· as· a· s·ource· of- some· ·concern, it does a 11 ow 

gr~ater· de.sign- flexib'i'lity- in··selecting·the··opt1mal controller. In 

addition to changes iff .M(:x')-retiuired· ·for· finite· contro1· signals, simu

lations may· indicate changes .. wtri'ch will reduce· the· chances of 

une·xpe·cted prob·l ems such· as· ·contro·l .. magnitude· and/'or .. ra"te saturation? •. 

Some of· these .. different· .asp:ec:ts · wi 'll · now- b·e· i 1 ·1 ustrated with the 

help· of a simple example, 

3, 5 Contrnl' of' an· E·l ectrodri ve Circuit 

The model o·f a simplified· .. e·1e:ctrodrive· circuit' which was propos~d 

by Fel dbaurn ('2·5,) can be written as 

. 
x2 = u2, 

(3,47) 

(3.48) 

The time-optimal· ·and· quadratic· cost-- problems for this circuit have been 

i nves ti gated· by Ht)'fer· ( 17). In--.tMs·· study; it was shown that extensive 

computations· were required to .. evaluate" the· opti rna1 · cont ro1 1 aws, and 

that the resu·ltan.t control 1ers were .. rather· complex- to· implement, More .. 

over, for the"time;;.optima·1· case, th·e--.. optimal-trajectories were not 

unique. 

In; orde·r· to· design· an- optima·1· inner::.product' contro1 ler for the 

· ·· e·lectrodrive" circuit", the· perfor.ma11ce· measure· was· chosen as 
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CX) 

J = I [p2(t) + ~2(t)] d~, (3.49) 
0 

where 

p(t) = xT(t) x(t). (3,50) 

Then, the genera·1 · contr·ol law can· be· written as 

(3.51) 

where m .. (i ,j=l ,2) are· the entries .. of· the arbitrary· matrix M(x) and 
1J 

can be either constants· or· functions of x(t). 

In order· to ;·n ustrate the· capabi1ities· as· wel1 · as the 1 imhtions 

· of selecting M(x'), three· choices wi"l"l be· considered; 

Ml = 

Lo ~] (3.52) 

M2 = [: ~· (3.53) 

and 

M3 = [: :J (3.54) 

For all three of' these cases, the· optima·1 ·· contro·1 ·· becomes unbounded 

as x2 ~ O. Indeed·, a brief examination- of· Equation· (3:41") shows that 

there is no· M·( x) · that· wi"l l' yi e·l d· a· bounded control· for x2 = O and 

x1 r/, 0, Even if~m11 == m21 =·O (anattempt·to .. make the·numerator small 

for x1 t- o·), th·e· contro"l · is given by 



and x2 (m12 x1 x2 + m22 x2) + 0 with the square of x2, while the 

11umerator·fO'reach·component of·uapproaches·zero only as x2 ~ o. 
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(3,55) 

In addition to x2 = 0, M1 and Mz yield additional· lines of infinite u. 

These are easily shown ta be 

(M(x) .:: Ml), (3.56) 

and 

(3.57) 

To first examine the problem of selecting a single M(x), the 

circuit model was· simulated on· a digital computer with M(x) = M1 and 

an initial state (3,2). · The· resulting state· trajectory is shown in 

Figure 4 as a-c, with the· lines of infinite·ualso indicated for each 

M(x). When the·time· reaches 4~4 seconds-x2 approaches·zero, resulting 

; n a s i mul ati on· ha 1 t· or· giving results-which· are· not· meaningful , dep~n

di ng· on the .. t;ype· of integration· routine·· used·,· · In general , a fixed step 

routine may 11 missJ1.the--time.at·which·x2 = Owhile·a·variab·le step size 

algorithm·,·· in an attempt· to· red1:.rce· error,· wi11 ·· decrease the step size 

until simulation is halted. 

Si nee· u tends· to- i nfi ni ty- as· x2 approaches zero for a 11 of the 

M's, one must be chosen such that· x1 approaches zero· more rapidly than 

x2 does, · The choice of· M2 accomplishes· this, with· the resu1 tant tra

jectory a-0~ If, however, the initial state is changed to (3,,...2), 

neither Ml nor·Mz will·yieldbounded·controls·, with·the·sample trajec

tory d-f shown forM(x)·=M1• A selection of M3 doesprovide an 

acceptab·le solution,·withtrajectoryd.:..Oindicating a control bounded 
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Figure 4. State Trajectories for Electrodrive Circuit: 
Without Switching 
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for all t. This change in character of solutions due to changes in 

initial conditions is a manifestationofthe·non1inea,r·tharacter of the 

problem. 

The preceeding· example has indicated-how simulation may enable the 

design engineer·to select·an--appropriate M(x). · Remaining problems 

arise if simulation· is not possib~e· or·if x2(o) = O. If the former is 

the case, it·might·be~desirable·to·use any· reasonable·M(x) until the 

control became too· large, and· then- change· to·a· new gain matrix. Such 

an approach·is shown in·Figure 5. With the· initial $tate {3,2), M1 

is used until x2 becomes close to zero, at·which time the gains are 

changed to·correspond to M3. The·resultant·trajectory is shown as 

a-b-0. 

A 1 though·· a·· change in contra 1 · 1 aw· has· been· made· whi 1 e the sys tern 

was·in operation·;·the solation·;s·still·optimal·,though·not uniquely 

so. The inner-product time history wi 11 · remain· the same no matter when 

the change from Mi to M3 occurs1 only the individual state trajectories 

will differ. Also shown in Figure 5 is· the· trajectory d-'-e-0 resulting 

from an initial· state (3 . .-2), an initialM(x)·=·M·1, and a change to 

M(x) = M3• 

Considering now the problem of x2(0) = o~·it might at first be 

thought that the proposed solution is of no·value, since u will ini~ 

tially be unbounded for any M(x). However, if~ control which will 

drive x2 away from zero is momentarily applied, and then an optimal 

controller used~ the exact degradation·in performance can be found. 

Since the optirnal·normtrajectory is known to satisfy 

p(t) ;; ~p(t)' (3,58) 
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the performance· measure reduces to an elementary· quadrature. Thus, the 

optimal~· though·unattainab1e;-va1ue·is found to be 

J* = x1(o). (3.59) 

A simulation of· the-actual· trajectory will al1ow· calcu:lation of the 

actual J obtained. 

As an example,·ifx1(o) - 3 andx2(o) = 0, the optimal cost is 81. 

If a linear control 

[-1 OJ 1,1 = x 
l O 
2 

is applied' for o·;s· seconds, and· then· the· optimal· contra 1 used with 

M'(x) ~- M3, the· solution traje·ctory g:..h:..O of·Figure 5 results in an 

index· value· ·of· 84·.52, an in'C-rease· of less than 5%. 

To summarize, the· nonuni.queness of control laws· a·llqws· the design 

engineer· great·flexibility: tf--nurnerous simulations·are possible, a 

singleM(x)·may·befound·to-btr.acceptab1e~ lf not·,·aHernate M's may 

be· use!:t"as .conditions warrant Finally., if no optimal control is 

implementable·, a suboptimal ·contro·l1er· may· be· briefly- used to drive 

the·· system·· to· a~ point- in- state- space-where· an· optimal· contro1 ler is 

bounded·,· and the- ·r~sul tant· performance degradation· calculated exactly. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter considers the problem of designing an optimum inner~ . 
product controller for the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The 

CSTR is used extensively in the organic chemical industry for a wide 

range of reactions. Its virtues are its simplicity of construction and 

ease of temperature control. The study of the CSTR as a control pro~ 

ces~ has received considerable attention in chemical engineering 

literature (26~32). Fournier and Groves (2p) applied parameter sear~h 

techniques to determine an approximate control algorithm, and Weber and 

Lapidus (27) presented a suboptimal controller de~ign with a quadratic 

measure of performance. Fournier et al. (28) demonstrated that a 

hybrid controller can be used to implement the suboptimal control law. 

In this chapter, the CSTR dynamical model is presented and an 

optimal inner-product controller is obtained. The response of the CSTR 

to this optimal inner-product controller and to a suboptimal controller 

obtained by a repeated linearization technique are compared, Finally, 

a discussion of the results is provided, 

4.2 The CSTR Dynamical Model 

The CSTR consists of a tank of volume v, into which there is in-

jected a continuous flow of reacting material at a feed rate w. The 



. ' 

reacted material passes continuously from the tank at the same rate. 

The reactbr is well stirred so that the concentration, CA• and the tern~ 

perature, T, of the reactants are constant throyghout the volume. lt 

is assumed that a second order irreversible reaction of the form 

2 A? Bis taking place, and that the reaction rate is given by kCl, 

where k is the reaction rate constant, 

Under these assumptions, a mass balance gives 

(4.1) 

where~ is the time, pd is the density and CAf is the inlet concentra~ 

tion. The reaction rate constant can be e~pressed as a function of 

temperature by using the Arrheneous expression 

k = k0 exp(-a/T) , 

where ko is the frequency factor and a is a constant. An energy 

balance gives 

vpdCp ~=total heat generated - total heat removed 

= kvCA (-6H) + Cpw (Tf-T) + q , 

where AH is the heat of reaction, Tf the feed temperature, GP the 

average heat capacity of the reactor, and q the heat added. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

It is simple to assume that the amount of heat added is directly 

manipulated and enough heat transfer is available so that no saturation 

occurs. But in practice, q is a function of temperat~re of the reac~ 

tants and the form of cooling chosen. If the temperature of the 

reactor is controlled by a jacketed pot through which a coolant flows 

at a sufficiently high rate to maintain a uniform coolant temperature, 

Tc' then, 
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(4.4) 

where his the overall heat transfer coefficient and Ac is ~he area of 

the cooling surface. 

4.3 Steady State Values 

The accepted procedure for the operation of a CSTR is to design 

the Ghernical reactor to operate at a steady state condition. This 

approac~ is based on the implicit assumption that some steady state 

system will always correspond to the most profitable plant. Douglas 

(29) presented a detailed account of optimum steady state design, At 

steady state the rate of change of Goncentration and temperature are 

zero, This gives, 

where the subscript 1 s' denotes steady state values. In general, any 

solution to Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.6) is a steady state solu-

tion, and due to the nonlinear nature of these equations, multiple 

solutions are possible. Perlmutter (30) discussed how unique solutions 

to Equations (4.5) and (4.6) can be obtained by establishing ranges of 

the system parameters~ Since there are two equations with six vari

ables, four of them must be chosen while the other two variables can 

then be calculated. 

If feed conditions and heating mechanisms are specified, there are 

normally three equalibrium points. Rajagopalan and Seshadri (31) pre

sented a computer algorithm to find the equalibrium states. An 



alternative technique is to specify the ~oncentration and temperature 

of both the feed qnd the product. Then, the steady state valu~s of 

feed rate and heat added can be calculated easily: 
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ks= ko exp (-a/T5 ) ( 4. 7) 

ws ;,: v ks Cjs Pd I (CAf .. CAs) 

q5 = (AH) v ks Cjs - cp w5 (Tf - Ts). 

A stability analysis of possible steady states can be found 1n 

Perlmutter (30)a 

4.4 Control of Steady State 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

If the desired ~teady state solution is unstable, or if perturba~ 

tions die away too slowly, it is necessary to dynamically control the 

reactor. The simplest control system mea~ures the deviations of con~ 

centration and temperature from their steady state values and varies 

the feed rate and amount of heat added ( i . e. coo 1 ant fl ow rate) . 

Usually, the control law is determined from among an admissible set of 

controls such that some suitable performance measure is minimized. 

Since the reactor dynamics are nonlinear, the evaluation of such con

trols poses a complex computational task in the form of solving either 

a two-point boundary value problem or a nonlinear partial differential 

equation. 

By selecting the performance measure in the general form as 

discussed in section 3.1, it is possible to obtain an analytical 

expression for the optimal inner-product controller rather easily. 

It is convenient to first introduce the normalized dimensionless 

variables 



w - w s 

(a) 

(c) 
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(b) 

(d) 

(e) (4.10) 

Substituting the relations Equations (4,lOa) - (4,10~) and (4,2) into 

the reactor Equations (4.1) and (4.3), there results 

whare definitions of the e's and a are shown in Table III. Equations 

(4. 11) and (4.12) may be written compactly as 

where 

and 

x? a(x) + B(x)u , 

x = [)Cl x2] T 

u ::; [u1 u2J T 

(4, 13) 

(4.14) 

So, the reactor dynamics Equation (4.13) are seen to be linear in 

control and of the form as discussed in section 3.4, and the results 

of that section apply. Hence the optimal control law which minimizes 

the performance measure 



Cons~ant 

c, 

c2 

C3 

C4 

C5 

c6 

C7 

TABLE III 

NORMALIZED CONSTANTS 

Defi ni ti on 

-v ko Pd CAs 
ws 

-1 

CAf - CAs 
CAs 

-AH v k0 Cjs 
'cp Ts w5 

-1 

Tf - Ts 
Ts 

qs 

cp Ts ws 

a 
's 

46 

Value 

-1.630 x 109 

-LOOO 

1.000 

l.078xloa 

1,000 

1.515 x 10-1 

8.540 x 10-,2 

21. 120 
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IX) 

J = J c h(p(t)) + p~(t) J dt (4.1!5) 

Q 

where 

p(t) = xT(t)Q(t)x(t), 

is given by 

· 1 . 1 T" T 
u;:: .. '-£ lfiTpT+2x Q x + x Q a(x)J M(x) x. 

L. xTQ B(x) M(x) x 

Alternatively, if p(t) is defined by 

the optimal control becomes 

l T" T 
u :;: -[Pifilil + '2 x Q x + x Q a(x)J M(x) x. 

xT Q B(x) M(x) x 

(4.16) 

(4,17) 

(4.19) 

The matrix M(x) in Equations (4.17) and (4.19) is an arbitrary matrix 

to be selected. 

4.5 Simulation Results 

The values of physical constants which have been chosen to simu

late a realistic situation are presented in Table IV, with the 

corresponding values of normalized constants given in Table III, The 

feed temperature and feed concentration are adjusted to coincide with 

the initial conditions. 

The first problem of the design process is to select a suitable 

performance measure. To initially provide a performance measure some

what similar to the familiar quadratic cost functional, 



Constant 

v 

pd 

cp 

4H 

a 

ko 

CAf 

Tf 

CAs 

Ts 

ks 

ws 

q!:i 

TABLE IV 

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

Value 

13.38 

55,00 

LOO 

-12.00 x 103 

14.00 x 10 3 

83.33 x 107 

0.40 

560,00 

0.20 

660.00 

0.51 

75.20 

42. 38 x lQ4 
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Units 

ft 3 

lb/ft3 

Btu/lb OR 

Btu/lo mole 

OR 

ft3/lb mole min 

lb mole/ft3 

OR 

lb mole/ft~ 

OR 

ft3/lb mole min 

1b/min 

Btu/min 
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co 

J = I [ n2p 2 (t) + p2 (t) ] dt (4.20) 
0 

will be minimized, where 

P (t) = tr ( t) Q ( t) x ( t) (4,21) 

and n is a constant. Since precise concentration levels are usually 

considered of more importance than temperature variation$, the weight

ing matrix is selected to be 

Q(t) = 101 o J G 100 · 

Further, letting the arbitrary matrix M(x) be the unit matr1x in 

Equation (4,19), the optimal control law becomes 

u;:: _[°] XT Q x + XT Q a(x)J x, 
[ xT Q B(x) x 

where a(x), B(x) and Qare given by Equations (4.14) and (4.22) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

respectively. The reactor dynamics, with the control of Equation 

(4.23), were simulated on a digital computer and the resulting state 

trajectories are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for two values of n, It is 

clear that as n increases, errors are penalized more heavily than 

error derivatives and the controls increased to more rapidly drive the 

state variables to the desired steady state values. 

To provide comparitive solutions, a repeated linearization tech

nique is used. The nonlinear system of CSTR equations can be linear

ized about the assumed trajectories x(t) = x0 and u(t) = o, to obtain 
. 
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t). (4,24) 
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Selecting a quadratic cost functional 
OQ 

J = f c xT(t) 6(t) x(t) + aT(t) O(t) J dt, 
0 

the control law which minimizes Equation (4.25) can be seen from 

section 1.2 to be of the form 
"' ,.. 
u(t) a: K x(t). 

(4.25) 

(4,26) 

This control, obtained for the .linearized system, is applied to the 

actual nonlinear system as long as the state trajectories remain within 

certain prescribed limits about x0 , with the limits selected to insure 

a valid linearization. Suppose t 1 is the time when these limits are 

exceeded~ and let x(t1) and u(t1) be the state and control values at 

that instant. The CSTR equations are then linearized about x(t1) and 

u(t1), and a new value for K found as before. The new control is 

applied, and the process repeated. Curves resulting from this approach 

are also presented in Figures 6 and 7. It can be easily observed that 

two rather distinct optimization tec;hniques have resulted in signifi-

cantly different controller structures having solution curves which 

are not entirely dissimilar. 

In Chapter III it was demonstrated that the arbitrary matrix M(x) 

in the optimal control law could usually be selected to yield bounded 

controls; it may also be possible to choose M(x) to give not only 

finite but also desirable control laws. The control trajectories for 

the above example are shown in Figure 8 with n = 2. Although through

out the synthesis it was tacitly assumed that the control vector was 

unconstrained, it is clear that the controls as shown could be im

proved with respect to their relative magnitudes. That is, a reduc;tion 

in the norma 1 i zed fl ow rate u2 might be desirable even if the 
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normalized feed rate, u1, were increased. 

By setting 

M(x) • [: l:J {4.27) 

in Equation (4. 19), the control trajectories are changed considerably, 

and are also shown in Figure 8. The new control curves are certainly 

more balanced in terms of maximum magnitudes, and the state trajec· 

tories changed very little. However, even if the individual state 

trajec;:tories were changed in a significant manner, the performance 

measure would not increase, as system optimality is independent of the 

choice of M(x), 

The control signals resulting from the repeated linearization 

technique are also sh9wn in Figure 8. It is of interest to note that 

such different control trajectories can yield solution trajectories 

which are quite similar, Ith impossible, however,·. to, r,tl1_p,-iCJ'mf:)are 

the two solution processes, The repeated linearization scheme is not 

suitable for on-line implementation, since the Riccati equation must 

be solved at each time of 1inearization. While this would be possible 

if the dynamical system being controlled were quite slowly varying and 

a large computer were available in an on-line mode, both of tho$e 

conditions are rarely satisfied. 

The closed-loop implementation of the inner-product controller 

might also be considered somewhat complex, and would indeed be so if 

the control signals were to be generated in an analog process. How .. 

ever, a very small digital machine would be quite capable of performing 

the indicqted operations. 



In order to demonstrate the intuitive idea that 

t 

El(t) ~ f p2(,) d, 
0 
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(4.28) 

provide~ an indirect measure of control cost, normally indicated by 

t 

E2(t) = J uT(,) u(~) d,, 
0 

(4.29) 

the time history of E1(t) and E2(t) are plotted in figure 9 for the 

above example with M(x) given by Equation (4.27), The plots of E1(t) 

and E2(t) clearly indicate the close relationship for this particular 

example. 

While the preceeding controllers were desi~ned with a constant 

matrix M, it is certainly acceptable to select the entries of M(x) as 

functjons of the state variables. Jndeed, a rather obvious choice for 

M(x) would be B-1(x) with the optimal control ~quation (4.23) then 

becoming 

u =-ExT Q x + xT Q a(x)J s-l(x) x. 
XT Q x 

The necessary condition for s-l(x) to exist for all t::: t 0 is 

det ( B(x) ) ':f O for all x(t), 

From the definition of B(x) and the e's, it can be noted that 

Equation (4.31) is equivalent to 

x1(t) 'f - c3/c2 

':f x1 (t0 ), 

(4.30) 

(4,31) 

(4.32) 

and the control provided by Equation (4,30) becomes singular at the 

initial time t 0 • To overcome this difficulty, the control of Equation 
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(4.19) with 

M(x) • G 1:] (4.33) 

is applied for a short time (0.25 seconds) and then the control law is 

switched to the expression given by Equation (4,30). The resulting 
. . . _. . . . 
state trajectories are shown in Figure 10. 

To illustra.te the effect of different ~elections of h(p), the 

state trajectories resulting from minimizing the performance measures 

and 

with.· 

and 

00 

Jl = f [p4(t) + p2(t)J dt 
0 

co 

J2 = J [p 4 (t) + b2 (t) + p2 (t)] dt 
0 

p(t} = .xT(t) Q(t) x(t), 

. r, 
Q(t} = Lo 01 

100J ' 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

{4.36) 

{4.37) 

(4.38) 

are provfded in Figure 11. If it were desired to heavily penalize 

large error signals, an integrand containing a p4 error term would be 

an appropriate performance measure. · However, such an integrand wi 11 

simultaneously penalize small errors hardly at all, leading to a solu· 

tion which lldrifts'' as soon as the error norm becomes less than one. 
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If such a solution is undesirable, an additional term p 2 could be 

added to the integrand. This error term is dominated by p~ for p >> 1, 

yet dominates p4 for p << 1. The gene~ality of the error function h{p) 

is thus seen to provide an additional design tool not available from 

control solutions with restrictive measures of system performance, 



CHAPTER V 

RELATED TOPICS 

This investigation has led to several new and unanswered questions 

concerning the optimal control of nonlinear systems. While they are 

interesting and of importance, the nonlinear nature of the problem 

precludes a general analysis, and extensive treatments of specific 

examples lie beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, several 

of these questions will be briefly examined for the sake of compleie~ 

ness. 

5.1 Performance Measure lnterpretation 

Since the design procedure presented herein is intimately related 

to the form of the performance measure chosen, the physical interpre-

tation of the general performance measure 

tf 
J - f [h(p) + p2 ] dt ( 5.1) 

to 

should be examined (time arguments are again suppressed for notational. 

simplicity). While it is clear that the term h(p) in the integral 

Equation (5,1) is an error penalty function, it is not at first clear 

how the term p2 is related to the control power inputs. The following 

example will illustrate that p2 may indeed be a power measure which is 

superior to the standard uTRu, It will also show that a plant descrip-

c, 



tion which at first does not appear to be norm-invariant may, through 

a suitable tran$formation of state variabl~s, possess this desir~ble 

property. 

Consider a bo,dy spinning in free space and let 1,2,3 denote the 

body~fixed principal axes through the center of ma?s. Let Ik and yk 

(k~l,2,3) represent the moments of inertia and angular velocities aboµt 

the principal axes respectively, It is well known (8) that in the 

absence of external torques, the differential equations satisfied by 

the three angular velocities are 

r1 y1 = 02 ~ 13) Yz Y3 

I2 Y2 = (l3 - ll)y3 yl (5,2) 

I3 Y3 c: (I 1 - 12) Y1 Yz 

Computing the rate of change of the magnitude of the velocity vector 

y yields 

ff 2 - I 3 I 3 - l 1 I 1 - I zL Y1 y 2 y 3 =r 11 + I2 + 13J 1,y,1, (5•3) 

'f O ' 

It is thus clear that the differential equations describing the angular 

velocities y are not norm-invariant. Suppose, however, that it is 

desired to write the system equations in terms of angular momenta x 

instead of angular velocities y. Them x is defined by the transforma-

tion 



x, 1, 0 0 Y1 

x2 = 0 Iz 0 Yz 
X3 0 0 I3 Y3 

and Equation (5,2) yield 

. 12 - I3 x, ::: 

12 I3 X2 X3 

. I3 - r, 
X2 = I3 I1 x3 Xl 

It can now be easily shown that 

= 0 ' 

and the system Equation (5.5) is norm-invariant. 

If u represents a vector of control torques, the equations of 

motion become 

• I2 - I3 
xl ::: I I X2 X3 + ul 

2 4 

. r3 - 11 
X2 = 13 Il X3 Xl t U2 
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(5.4) · 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

Since the objective of controller design is to reduce to zero each 

component of angular velocity (or, correspondingly, each component of 

angular momentum), an appropriate primary error can be defined by 

p = / Q x (5.8) 



where Q is any po~it1ve ciefinite symmetric matrix. If a particular 

choice of Q is made, given by relation, · 

Q = t 1 /!1 0 0 

0 1 /12' 0 

0 0 1/13 

it is seen that 

p = 2xT Q x 

= 2xT Q u 
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3 1 
= E · X u 

k=l Tk k k 
(5.10) 

3 ( ) ( ) ... l: angular velocity k torqu~ k .. 
k=l 

= Total Power , 

Thus~ it is seen that pis an appropriate error signal for a wide 

variety of Q's, and by proper choice of Q, pi <;:an be made equal to the 

square of the total power. 

The designer who wishes to obtain a minimum~energy controller 

usually tries to minimize the integral 

(5.11) 

where Risa positive definite weighting matrix~ However, as has been 

clearly noted in (8), Equation (5.11) may only be an indicator of 

total energy and not proportional to the energy irrespective of the 

choice of R. Thus, for a body spinning in free space, the integral of 

pZ is related to the total energy while gquation (5. 11) is not. 



5,2 Inverse Problem 

The inverse problem of optimal control can be stated loosely as 

fo 11 ows: 11 Given a dynami ca 1 sys tern and a known contra 1 1 aw, find the 

performance criteria (if any) for which this control is pptimum. 11 

Kalman (7) considered a precise formulation of this problem for linear 

nonMautonomous systems, and Thau (33) investigated the inverse problem 

for certain nonlinear control systems. Debs and Athans (34) examined 

the problem of reducing the angular momenta of a space vehicle to zero, 

with the method of solution based on the inverse problem Qf optimal 

control. 

It is easy to show that an inverse problem has also been solved 

for the norm-invariant ~ystems of section 2.3, in that if the control 

law is known, a performance measure which is being minimized 9an be 

found in closed form, That is, if the optimal control is specified by 

U ;,: 1jJ (p) X, 

h(p}, in the performance criterion 

tf 
J ~ f [h(p) + p2] dt 

to 

which is being minimized, can be written as 

h(p) = [2w(p)pJ2. 

5.3 Controllability 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5,14} 

The concept of controllability of linear systems was introduced 

by Kalman (7), and recently extended to nonlinear systems (35-37). 

A state x0 is said to be controllable at time t 0 if there exist~ a 



control function u(·), depending on x0 and t 0 , and defined over some 

finite closed interval [t0 ,tf]' such that x(tf) = O. If this 1, true 

for every state x0 , then the system is sai<:I to be compl~te1y control ... 

lab le, 

Lee and Markus (35) applied this concept of controllability to 

autonomous nonlinear systems represented by 
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x = f(x, u), (5.15) 

where f(·) is a n~vector function of state x ~nd control u, It was 

further assumed that the system Equation (5.15) is sufficiently smooth 

in a neighborhood of the origin and f(O,O) = 0, Letting 

A = lf. (0 0) 
q)( . ' 

_ af ( ) H .... - 0,0 ax 

it was shown thi:it if the linear system 

x ;;: A x + H u 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

is completely controllable, then the set of points from which the 

origin can be reached in finite time by Equ9-tion (5, 15) is an open 

connected set containing the origin. Of course, this is only a local 

controllability condition. 

Hermes (36) extended the concept of complete controllability to 

systems linear in control using the geometric interpretation of the 

noni ntegrabil i ty of Pfaffi ans, The sys tern under consideration is 

x = a(x,t) + B(x,t) u (5, 19) 

where B(x,t) is a continuous n x m matrix function of state and time. 

It is also assumed that 1 ~ m ~ n. Let D(x,t) be a continuous (n-m) 

x n matrix function of state and time such that 
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D(x,t) B(x,t) ~ o 
in some domain of interest. The Pfaffian system associated with Equa

tion (5.19) is then given by 

D(x,t) dx - D(x,t) a(x,t) dt ~ o. (5.21) 

The system ~quation (5.19) is completely controllable at (x0 ,t0 ) if the 

associated Pfaffian Equation (5.21) is not integrable at (x0,t0 ). On 

the other hand, if the Pfaffian is integrable, then the system Equation 

(5. 19) is not completely controllable, As an illustration, consider 

the example treated by Geshwin and Jacobson· (37). The syst~m is 

Xl ~ - x1 + (2 Xl x2 + 1) U (5,22) 

. 
X2 ~ x2 - X~ U, 

Let the matrix D(x,t) be chosen as 

D(x,t) ~ (x~ 2x1x2+1) , 

The associated Pfaffian equation is 

Xz dxl + (2X1X2+l) QX2 - (x~+x,x~) dt ~ Q. 

Letting 

and 

Equation (5.25) can be written as 

Z(r) · dr ~ 0. 

The necessary and sufficient condition that the Pfaffian Equation 

(5,28) is integrable at a point (x0 ,t0 ) is that 

Z(r) • curl Z(r) c 0, 

(5.2~) 

(5.24) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

in a neighborhood of (x0 ,t0 ). A simple computation will reveal that 
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·-· 
Equation (5.29) is satisfied by Equation (5,27) and hence the Pfaffian 

Equation (5,25) is integrable. Thus the system of Equation~ (S,22) 

and (5.~~) -is not completely-controllable. 

For higher order nonlinear systems it is not easy to use the 

Pfaffian approach, However, a few results have be~n obtained for 

certain special cases. Geshwin and Jacobson (37) presented only suffi

cient con di ti ons for complete contro 11 abil 1 ty for sys terns of the form 

Equation (5.19). Their development was motivated by Lyapunov stability 

and optimal control theory, 

For successful Gontrol, it is normally necessary that syste~s be 

• completely controllable. It is rather easy to determine the control .. 

lability ·of linear systems. The controll<ibility .conditions for general 

nonlinear systems eith~r do not exist or are extremely difficult to 

apply even in special cases. So, the questions concerning the exist .. 

ence of optimal controls for nonlinear systems cannot be answered 

completely. Hence, in this dissertation, optimal ocmtroh are charac .. 

terized assuming that they do exist. 

5.4 The Epsilon Method 

If, as is occa$ionally the case, no bounded optimal inner·product 

controh exist, a suboptimal control must be utilized, at least momen .. 

tarily, The question, then, is how much computing .time should be 

devoted to the design of the suboptimal contro11er? To illustrate, a 

modern suboptimal synthesis procedure, the epsilon method (38), will be 

briefly described, Let the dynami ca 1 sys tern and the cost functi ona 1 be 

given by 



and 

where 

x =; f(x,u,t), 

= x ' 0 

tf 
J = I [h(p) + pi] dt, 

to 

p = XT Q x. 

This method seeks to minimize the epsilon functional 

tf tf . 
J(u,Ei:) c f kl I~ .. f(x,u,t) 11 2 dt + J ~h(p) + pZJ dt 

to to 

as epsilon approaches zero. 
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( 5. 30.) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Taylor and Cons tan ti ni des ( 39) have discussed the essent1 a 1 points. 

of this approach. The epsilon method provides a non~dynamical formula ... 

tion, since no dynamic equations are explicitly solved. As epsilon 

approaches zero, Equation (5.33) provides a sequence of trajectories· 

and controls that can be made to be arbitrarily close to the optimum 

valu~. 

The functional minimization can be transformed to an ordinary 

minimization using the Rayleigh-Ritz expansion. One of the most ob

vious functions to use in such an expansion is the function 

sin(iit/tf). Thus, the state and control variables can be written as 
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where Dm is an 1 ~ m matrix of the parameters dij to be optimized. 

Here 1 is the sum Qf the Qimensions of state and control vectors ~nd m 

is the number of terms in Raylei~h .. Ritz expansion,~ The derivative of y 

can be written as 

• • • (5.35) 

and the norm in Equation (5,33) will thus not be identically zero if 

Equations (5.34) and (5,35) are 11sed for x, x and u. However, the 

dynamic error wi 11 approach zero as the optimum parameter matrix Dm 1.s 

obtained. A modified Newtpn .. Raphson method for minimi;zing the epsilon 

functional was used in (39) to obtain an iterative sequence which 

converges to the optimum solution. 

lt is clear that such an involved procedure calls for extensive· 

off .. line computing. Jf a simple controller can be momentarily applied 

to the system, and c;ause only a small amount of p~rformance degrada ... 

tion, it would appear that complex suboptimal schemes are not required .. 

In the electrodrive circuit example of section 3.5, a simp1e linear 

control caused less than a 5% increase in system performance. cost, a 

probably acceptable increase consi:deJ:;tng·ease of bottvtd1fign Md 

implementation. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Surrunary 
I 

A comprehensive treatment of the optimal control of a general 

class of nonlinear systems which are linear in control has been pre-

sented. The design procedure is somewhat unusual in that a general 

performance measure is formulated with the objective of driving the 

state vector to zero in norm without extreme errqr derivatives. The 

optimal trajectories which minimize the chosen cost functional are 

then determine~ and the controller structure finally designed to 

exactly track the optimal trajectories in norm. 

The selection of the optimal control has been reducect to the 

solution of the scalar fundamental equality, While the constant of 

integration in this equality has been shown to be zero for asymptotic 

control problems, finite final!"time problems require the evaluation of 

the ~onstant resulting in a parameter identification problem which is 

always first order in the state inner-product. 

The optimal inner-product controllers have been d~signed for 

systems linear in control. These contro1 laws are not unique and could 

become unbounded at some points in the state space. However, the non

uniqueness of the controller structure allows greater design flexibi

lity and Gould be used to obtain bounded controls. Some of these 
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aspects have been illustrated with the help of~ simple elijc~rodrive 

circuit probl~m. 
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The new synthe$is pr~cedure develpped in this dis~e~tation snould 

be applicable to a wide variety of engineering problems. Specific 

application of the results presented has been made to the prob1em of 

optimal regulation of a continuous stirred tank reactor. To provide 

comparative solutions, a well known technique employing repeated lin~ 

earizations has also been used. The two distinct optimization 

techniques have resulted in significan~ly different controller struc

tures having state trajectories which are not entirely dis$imi1ar. 

Finally. the physical interpretation of the inn~r-product 

performance measure, a di$cussion of complete controllabi1ity and a 

brief description of a suboptimal teGhnique 4sing the epsilon technique 

have been presented. 

6.2 Conclusions 

Optimal control laws synthesized by the design procedure presented 

herein are closed-loop in structure and superior from an engineering 

point of view, to open-loop ~olutions. The complex computational 

p~oblems of solving either a two~point boundary value problem or a non-

. linear partial differential equation h~v~ bean avoided, This technique 

requires the evaluation of just a constant rather than a time trajec~ 

tory with the re~aining control law evaluations accomplished in real~ 

time, Because the controls do not require on-board $torage of computed 

signals, the rapid access memory requirements for large scale systems 

have been greatly reduced. 
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The primary disadvantage of thi$ new prqcedure is that it may 

require unbounded control inputs at isolated points in time •. As indi

cated by the example of the e1ectrodrive circuit, it may or may not be 

possible to chpnge, as those points are approached, to an alternative 

optimal, yet bounded, controller. If this is not possible, a subopti

mal controller is required; however, the values of the performance for 

both the optimal solution and the suboptimal solution can be evaluated. 

Thus, the exact reduction of the system performance can be calculated 

and various suboptimal schemes compared. 

The inner-product controller approaGh off~rs a number of areas for 

further research, It would be desirable to have a systematic proce~ 

dure to select the gain matrix in the optimal control law. The 

sensitivity analysis of the control ~elution may provide some clues 

to this procedure. It is also f~lt that the selection of we19hting 

matrix Qin the inner-product will dictate whether or not the optimal 

bounded inner-product controls exists for a given pijrformance ind~x. 
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APPENDIX 

FINITE TERMINAL-TIME PROBLEM 

The finite terminal-time optimal inner-product control problem 

requires the evaluation of the unknown constant C in the differential 

equation 

p(t) :;: -lh(p(t)) + c, :;: p ' 0 
(A. 1} 

such that p(tf) = Pf ;a 0. In Equation (A,l), i:,(t)eR1 and h(•) is a 

continuous scalar function of p(t), Here t represents the in~ependent 

variable time and t 0 and tf the initial and final times respectively, 

This problem CM be viewed as a parameter identification problem~ 

and an iterative method termed 11 The Method of Seeking Principal Planes'' 

can be used to determine the unknown constant (40). This method uti~ 

lizes the performance index 

(A.2) 

and requires the determination of the values of PI, the gradient of PI 

(GPI) and the second partial of Pl (SPI), Taking the partial deriva

tives of Equation (A,2) with respect to the unknown constant C twice, 

the following is obtained: 

Gpl - aPI - 2 ( (t) ) ap(tf) 
- 3C - P . f - Pf aC (A.3) 

SPI - qZPI - 2 ( (t) ) aZp(tf) + 2 ( op(tf) )z . (A.4) 
- acz - P f - Pf ac2 ·· · qC 
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Next, the values of ap(tf)/aC and a2p(tf)/aC2 must be obtained. 

Taking partial derivatives of Equation (A.l) with respect to C 

twice and reversing the order of partial derivatives yields 

7a 

(A.5) 

d ( __& ) = _ l ( h ( ) +O) -~ ( dh ( p) h, + d2h ( 0 ) ( .!a. ..... ) 2) + at acz z P · dp ac2 · ~ ac 

l (h( )+c)-a/2 ( dh(ri .. ) .££..· .. + 1 ) . 
. 4 P · ~ ac (A.6) 

Since the initial condition of p(t) is independent of the parameter 

guess, 

and (A. 7) 

If a guess is made for the unknown parameter, Equations (A. 1), (A.5) 

and (A.6) can be integrated from t 0 to tf and will yield all trye 

information needed for evaluating PI, GPI and SPI. 

The philosophy to be employed for obtaining the next guess of the 

parameter is to move in the negative gradient direction far enough so 

that the PI is reduced to zero. The block diagram of the algorithm is 

given in Figure l2o 

The computational algorithm for this problem is composed of three 

subroutines, FINCON, DERFUN and RKINT, The listings for these subrou

tines are given at the end of this appendix. The subroutine RKINT is 

called by FINCON, and its purpose is to provide the values of p(tf)' 

ap(tf)/9C, and a2g(tf)/aC2o Subroutine DERFUN provides the values 

of derivative functions for RKINL In a 11 the subroutines, the fo 11 ow .. 

ing definitions are assumed: 



Y(l) ;:; p(t) 

Y(2) ;:; j£_ ac 
a2o 

Y(3) ;:; acz , 
In order to use the computational algorithm, the user must supply 

the cards defining the derivatives YD(k) of Y(k) fork= 1, 2 and 3~ 

These cards are plaGed in the subroutine DERFUN between the COMMON and 

RETURN cards, 

The data card to be supplied by the user has Fqrmat (6F10,0, 

El5.5~ 15) and contains 

Column - 10 

Column 11 - 20 

Column 21 - 30 

Column 31 - 40 

Column 41 - 50 

Column 51 - 60 

Column 61 - 75 

Column 76 - 80 

Initial value of p(RO~) 

Final value of p(RbF) 

Initial guess for C 

Initial time (T~) 

Fina 1 time (TF) 

Integration interval (TSTEP) 

Tolerance on PI (EPS) 

Integer number corresponding t9 the 

maximum number of iterations (NMAX), 



Assume an initial 
value for C 

Integrate equations (A. 1), (A.5) and (A,6) 
from t 0 to tf and determine the values of 
PI, GPI and SPI using (A.2), (A.3) and (A,4) 

yes 

C ~ C - (PI/GPI) 

no 

Figure 12, 

no 

Is 

Block Diagram of the Computational 
Algorithm 

/ 
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TABLE V. 

PROGRAJ1 to EVAllfATE THE UNKNOWN CONSTANT 

CUMMON YU 1, Ylrl 31, UHi:, TSTE-P, TF INAl.. ,NS"YS, 1 PR! NT ,C , KR ,KW 
1<R • 5 ' 
Ki,• 6 
CALI. FINCON 
STCF 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE HNCON ..................................................................... 

THIS PROGRAM F lNDS TH~ CONSTAfH t OF THE DIFFEREltTlAL 

EQUATION 

RDDOT •-SllRT-IH.IROl+U, RDIOl•ROO 

Sut1i THAT ROilf INAI.I •RDf. AN ITE RA TI ve METHOD CALLED 

'THE METHOD OF SEEKlNG PRINCIPAL PLANES• IS US.ED. 

Rff: DET ERHINAT ION Of OPTIMAL PARAME'l'.EI\S FOR 0\'HAMICAI. 

$YSTEHS 81' 0.11.UNRUi, DOCTORAi. Tlll:SIS, OKI.Ao ST• UNIV. 

S'TILLll·ATER, 1970. IN THIS PROGRAM 

Ylll• RD , 
Yl21• FIRST PART)AL OF ROlleReY-C 
Yl 31• S'ECONO PARTIAi. OF RO lleite T C 

• , SUBRDUTUIE DERFIJN DEFINES THE DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS 
YOUO OF Yl'KI, K,;1,2 ,3. 

• SUBROUTINE RiUNT IS A FORT·H ORDER RUNGE-tlUTTE . 
INTEGII.ATION ROUTINE 

• USER PRDVIOES THE FOU.:DWING QUANTUIES CtiflO.O, El5.0, 151 

RIJO •. INITIAL VA-LUE OF RO 
ROF • FI Ml V.ALO E .OF ·RD 
c • INI nu GUESS FOR c 
TO • INITIAL TIME 
TFINAL a FlhAl TIME 
TSTEP • INTEGRATION lNTERVAL 
fPS • TULERtNtt 
IIIHAX • MAX. NO. UF ITERATIONS 

• tCNVERGENtE IS AtHIEV'60 "11cN Pl•IRUITFlr.AU-ROFl**Z 
IS 1.E.1iS THA-N EPS 

• Kii IS THE READING UNIT No'I. AIIII). KW ·IS .THE NRI-TfNG UNIT NQ; ........................................................ -······~···· 
cc"""N Yl31 ,YDUl ,HMt, TS·T'EP,Tf INAL,hSYS, 1-Pll,lNT .~ ,KR,Klr 
FORIIATlt.fl'O.o,e 15.·0, I 51 

2 fOR-~ATlltlll 
3 FORMAT!/, 9X,8H ROIOI• ,u2.,,~ ~A,12H RQHFl'NALI•, ·Ell.,,. 5A, 

• ·4H TO..z .e12.1t,5A,llH TF-INAL• ,Eli.lt,//,9X-,8H EP~· .az.tt, 

* SX, t1H NMAX- , U ,//1 
't FORIIATI/, 9X., 22H U>UfUL GUESS Uf C • ,E12.'<,/II 
5 FO~~All/ ,10X,SHNIJER,U.X,2H t, 19X,2HP 1,-ldX, JHGP 1, lB·X, llbPI ,.JI 
I> FORMAT! ax, 15, SC lX,E20.,,,, 
7 FCAHATC/1, 9X, 23H CONVERGED VAI.UE UF ·c a .eu.o,8X,1tH Pl•,EU.o, 

$ 111 
8 fORHATI//, 9X, 3',H •• TA.XES TOO MANY ITERAJ.lor.s U o.Jn 
9 FURMATC It 9X, 95·11H+J,// I 

AEADl~Rtll ilOO,ROf ,C, TO, TFI NAL, TSTEP,EPS,r.MAX 
WRITEIKW, U 
•Rl TJ: I-K,W,91 
NRI TEI KW, 31 RDO,ROf I ro, TFI NAL,EPS,NMAX 
WRi.TEIKW,',I C 
WAI 1ECK~o51 
IPR IN-T • 0 
~SYS•3 
NHER • 0 

10 YCll • RDO 
YC21 • O.O 
Ye.JI = O.O 

·TIME • TO c-·----
~ C.ALCOLATE Pl, GRAOlf:hT OF Pl ANll SEC.ONO PART !AL Of Pl c-----

CAJ.L RK(hT 
DUii • YI 11 - R0F 
Pt • UUl'l*WI! 
GP.I • 2.0•IIU•YC21 
SP I • -2.0•BUM•Y~ 31 + z. c•·vl Zl*YC c1 c-----

' DETERMINE THE NEXT VALUE CF t c-----
lFISPI ,LE. 0.01 GJ TO 20 
C • C - 11iPI/SPl-1 
GO TO ~O 

ZC C = C - iPI/GPU 
30 NI TEk = 1111 Te·11 + 1 c-----

~ TEST FOR CONVERGEIIICc c-----
c-----

lt ti>I .LE. ·t.PSI lou TO <tO 
•iUTEIKw,61 NITER,C,Pl,.;;Pl,SPl 

c HST FOR: MAX• 1110 • Of JTcR-ATluNS c-----
lFINITER ... T. NMAXI liu TO 50 
Gt re 10 

~-C IPRl~T = I 
Ylll • RilO 
Yl2..J u 1).0 
YUi • ,.o 
Tlllt • TO 
CAU ~K-l·NT 
l'IIH.[1C(Kii,1J ~,Pl 
Gu ,hi 60 

:iO •RIH'IKW,dl 
to nRITElkw,91 

.w;IITE-l~W,21 
•HURi\ 00 ...... 



TABLE V. (Continued} 

PROGRAM TO EVALUATE THE UNKNOWN CONSTANT 

c 
L 
c 
c 
c 
L 

c 
c 
c 

c 

EhO 
SUSRUUTI NE OE Rf UN 

···························-···· ·······················-•.•••••II!•••-••• 
~SEk PRuVIUES THt tUUAT1 ON; DEFINING THE OERIVAT IVES 

Cr RO, FIRST PARTIAL Uf k·J A~!J ;ecuNO ~ARTIAL Of KU ..................................................................... 
CtlHHON YI 31 ,YUi 31, Tl ~E, TS Tt P, TF I NAL ,NSYS, IPR INf ,C , KK,K• 
YO( 11• -SQRT CY I ll•Y I 11 +CI 
YD·l21 • IYlll•YIZl +0.51/YOU I 
YDlll • IYCll•Ylll+Yl21*Yl21-Y~IZl•YOl211/VU(ll 
RETURN . 
ENII 
S~~RU~ Tl NE R~I NT 

c ········································-···························· c . 
C FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-~UTTE INTEGIUTION RuUT[Nt 
c 
c ........................................... ~···········-············· c 

co~~Oh Y131,Y0131,TIME,TSTEP,TFINAL,NS'IS, IP.RINT,C ,KR,KW 
OIMENSION Y.UO·I ,DHAUJ ,DELBI 31 ,DELCll 1,0ELOCJ I 
FORMAT l///,lZX,51t TINE, 15X, lH RO, II 
FClR~AT (BX, El2.4, ax, Hz.~, 
s·rP~Yl • TSTEP/Z.O 
NTIMES • TflNJIL/TSrtP + O.; 
IF IIPRINT .e,.;. QI GO TO 70 
~RI TEIKW, 11 
w~ITEIKW,21 T IHE,Ylil 

JC CONTINuE 
OU 00 1=1·,NSYS 

6CYUlll•YIII 
. ~.t.LL ~•ERFUN 

OC 100 lT=l·,NTIHES 
00 10 I •I ,NSYS 
oELAI 11 = TSTEP*YDll I 

IC VIII • YUiii + 0,5*01:i.AI II 
ll~t = TIME+ ~TPBYZ 
CALL UERFUN 
CC lO 1=1,NSY; 
OELBIII a TSTEP•Yull I 

20 YI II= YUHI • 0.5•Dcldlll 
LALL Ot•FUN · 
OU 30 l •1,NSYS 
CELC I 11 • TSTEP•YO( 11 

JO Y(IJ • YUiii + OELCIII 
TIME • TIME + STPBYl 
CALL CERFUN 
00 40 I •I ,NSYS 

•O DELUII I • TSTEP*YO(.I.J 
DO 50 l•l, NSYS 
DEL a (OELAIU • l.tl*-CELtHlJ • 2.0•0E:Ll.t!J + Ol:LU((JJ/1J.J 
YU l 11 = YU( 11 • 'lEL 

5r YI II • YU I II 

,All OERrUN 
lfll~R(M.e,.o, ~c TL 10·0 
WRITEIKW,ll TJHE,¥111 

lvO Cc/\T INUE 
RE T Ul<N 
t ·~u 

CX> 
N 
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